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MINUTES 

Source Protection Committee Meeting No. SPC-01/2017 
Meeting No. 1 

Holly Community Centre, 171 Mapleton Ave., Barrie, ON. 
March 22, 2017 

1:00 pm – 4:00 pm 
MEMBERS: 

Lynn Dollin, Chair 
  
Municipal Economic/Development Public Sector First Nations 
Herb Proudley Colin Elliott Clayton Cameron  
John Boucher David Ritchie Bob Duncanson  
Stan Wells John Hemsted Larry Slomka  
Katie Thompson Ian Chadwick Stephanie Hobbs  
Kyle Mitchell David Ketcheson Dianne Corrigan  
Deb Korolnek  Tom Kurtz  
    

 
Liaisons 

Simcoe Muskoka District Health Unit – Karen Kivilahti  
Nottawasaga Valley Source Protection Authority – Ryan Post 
Severn Sound Source Protection Authority – Julie Cayley 
Lakes Simcoe & Couchiching, Black River Source Protection Authority – none 
Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change – Elizabeth (Beth) Forrest 
 
Staff 
Bill Thompson                               Keith Sherman                            Mike Wilson 
Michelle Adams, minutes 
       
Guests 
Sam Jassy, MOECC 
Ann Elmhurst, City of Kawartha Lakes 
 
Regrets 
Dan Shilling 
Gayle Wood 
Ben Longstaff 
Rick Newlove  
Don Goodyear – Scott Lister attended as his alternate – proxy to Katie Thompson 
Colin Nisbet – proxy to Dave Ritchie 
Fred Ruf – proxy to Larry Slomka 
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I. WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS 
 
All were welcomed to the meeting and attendance details were reviewed: 

 Gayle Wood was unable to attend therefore; Ryan Post is acting as NVCA’s Source 
Protection Authority (SPA) Liaison for this meeting. 

 Scott Lister attended as Don Goodyear’s alternate. 

 Lynn wished everyone a Happy World Water Day. 

 Elizabeth (Beth) Forrest introduced Sam Jassy from MOECC he was welcomed as 
a guest. 

 
 
II. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTEREST 
 
No pecuniary interests were declared. 
 
 
III. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA                 
 
The agenda was approved as printed and circulated. 
 
Moved by: John Hemsted  Seconded by:  John Boucher  

 
RESOLVED: THAT the agenda for the March 22, 2017 meeting of the Source 

Protection Committee be approved as presented. 
 

 CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
 
 

IV. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
  

There were corrections to the October 18 2016 minutes, as listed below: 
 
Page 6 of the meeting package, item 1. c) should read “…of use of Goldcrest DWS wells.” 
 
Page 8 it was noted that Dave Ketcheson was listed as both attending and sending regrets 
this was amended to show that he was absent from the meeting. 
 
Page 12, bullet 5, “There were questions asked on how the First Nations program would 
be funded, it was stated that there will be some provincial funding; but right now it is not 
known what the funding be.” This item was corrected to read “There were questions asked 
on how the First Nations program would be funded, it was stated that there will be some 
provincial funding; but right now it is not known what the funding will be.” 
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Page 15 Action Item 3, “Don Goodyear suggested perhaps there should be a standing 
agenda item on water quantity issues a.” This item was amended to read, “Don Goodyear 
suggested perhaps there should be a standing agenda item on water quantity issues.” 
 
Moved by: Stan Wells   Seconded by:  Dianne Corrigan  
 
RESOLVED: THAT the amended minutes of the October 18, 2016 meeting of the 

Source Protection Committee, be approved. 
 
 CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 

 
V. CORRESPONDENCE 
 
Please see items IX and XI. 
 
 
VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
(a) MOECC Update 
 
Elizabeth Forrest provided a brief update on the status of MOECC Source Water activities: 
 
Sam Jassy was introduced he will be working in the approvals branch as program analyst.  
He will be working on amendments and screening related to Environmental Assessments 
(EAs) and official plans to make sure they comply with source protection. 
 
The upcoming Chairs and PM meeting will be 3 days instead of 2 days to allow for the new 
Chairs to have an orientation day.  There were 8 Chairs that needed to be replaced, 6 
have been appointed and they are just waiting for the last 2 appointments.  The Chair for 
Niagara Region stepped down in January 2017 so they are recruiting for that position. 
MOECC has been consulting with municipalities to gather more information in regards to 
where the program is headed. 
 
Phase 1 revisions to the technical rules have been posted on the Environmental Registry.  
This represents the simpler changes to the technical framework.  The more complicated 
revisions form Phase 2 which is in pre-consultation and the initial findings are to be posted 
by the end of 2017. 
 
MOECC is working on a Geocortex map which will be more functional and will link to 
policies. The target for the launch date is March 31, 2017, an announcement will be sent 
out when it is ready. 
 
Reporting was on time this year because they worked with all ministries that were 
responsible for reporting the Source Protection Branch.  Only one ministry reported late  
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and their report has now been received. It was noted that 3 SPAs have to report this year, 
so the ministry reports were important to have on time. 
 
With regards to the MOECC mapping tool it was asked if the parcel issue would be 
corrected.  This is to be confirmed but it is thought errors on the existing maps will be 
corrected. 
 
It was noted that Sue Lo had retired and that Orna Salamon will be filling the role as acting 
Assistant Deputy Minister/Chief Drinking Water Inspector. 
 
(b) Agricultural Sector Update to the SPC 
 
The SPC Agricultural Representatives (Ag Reps) reviewed what activities they have 
recently undertaken for Source Water: 
 
A brief overview of the conference in Laval was given by Colin Elliott and John Hemsted. 
There were people from Europe, the US and Canada in attendance and all were interested 
in how Ontario had involved the farm community.  There was a good exchange of ideas 
and other presentations. 
 
John and Colin were invited to do a presentation at a conference in Boston in May 2017.  
This year they will be most likely be doing a webcast on Ontario’s drinking water system 
with Heather Malcolmson and going to Boston in 2018. 
 
There were 6 ads in Better Farming magazine the last one was mentioned as it warned 
farmers buying land to check the Source Protection Plan in their area. 
 
Dave Ritchie stated that there will be a source water protection conference in May 2018 in 
the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Area similar to the conference in 
Laval.  Dave is on the committee and will be reaching out to SPC members to get involved. 
 
 
VII. DELEGATIONS  
 
None. 
 
 
VIII. PRESENTATIONS 
 

a)  Implementation of SPP Policies 
 
Ann Elmhirst provided a presentation on the septic system inspection program in the City 
of Kawartha Lakes.  Background information about the septic system program was  
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provided.  Historically the health unit had looked after septic systems and had contracted 
out the program to a third party.  The city launched their program in June of 2014; the 
municipality had 20,000 properties on septic systems at the time. 
 
Kawartha Lakes took a mandatory maintenance assessment approach to their septic 
inspection program.  It was realized after the launch of the program that the source water 
deadlines for the inspections were October 2016 for the Trent Source Protection Region 
and January 2017 for the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Region. 
It was explained that the City of Kawartha Lakes has 16 wellhead protection zones, 6 
water intake protections zones, 600 sites affected with 193 sites in the SGBLS protection 
area.  Of the 193 sites in the SGBLS protection region, 160 sites were in one subdivision. 
 
It was explained that the initial information from the database for properties that needed to 
be assessed was no longer accurate.  The information provided had to be looked at using 
the City of Kawartha Lakes GIS mapping with the areas overlaid to determine which 
properties were affected.  Once affected properties were identified a check had to be done 
to see if the property was developed and if it was residential or commercial.  This process 
helped narrow the original list that was over 1000 properties down to about 600 properties. 
 
It was explained that although the health unit had handed over their records, there was a 
gap between when the health unit got out of septic inspections in 2013 and the city took 
over in 2014.  Another challenge that was faced was that although the work was started in 
2014 records from the health unit were not received until 2015. Historical records were 
obtained from the health department which allowed them to get an idea of the age of the 
sewage systems and the legislated requirements for the older systems.  Neighboring 
municipalities were contacted to see if they had started their inspections and how they 
were implementing the process. 
 
The strategy for implementation was to do research and meetings to gather information, 
then decide on an implementation plan.  It was decided to do the inspections in house 
using their inspector.  The City Kawartha Lakes wanted to ensure that the person speaking 
to the homeowners could answer questions and had accurate information as there was a 
lot of misinformation circulating in the community.  The City of Kawartha Lakes decided 
that staff performing septic inspections for the inspections required by the Clean Water Act 
would have formal training.  Kawartha Lakes developed an assessment tool to use as 
there was no provincial criteria for the inspections, just guidelines.  The implementation 
strategy was presented to council along with information on inspections, sewage systems, 
locations of the wells that had to be protected and concerns of the home owners.  The 
local paper did an article on the inspections that caused a flurry of phone calls from home 
owners who were upset, many residents just needed more information and to be educated 
about the inspection process. 
 
A mail out was done to the affected homeowners explaining the inspection process and 
giving dates of inspections to allow them to schedule appointments.  A letter advising what  
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was required of the homeowner was included in the package of information.  Numerous 
phone calls were received and a lot of confusion on the part of homeowners had to be 
dealt with. 
 
A number of information open houses were also held and it was noted they were not well 
attended. 
 
The assessment of the systems was explained, an internal evaluation of that tank and lid 
were done, if the tank needed to be pumped it was mentioned to the homeowner.  A walk 
over of the septic bed to look for stress points was also done. 
 
It was found that for the most part the assessment results were minor, cracked lids, baffle 
erosion, effluent filters that needed cleaning and tank pump outs.  There were only 2 steel 
tanks that weren’t functioning that required complete replacement. 
 
It was noted that the systems were inspected for compliance to the legislation for the time 
period they were installed and most homeowners thought there were going to be required 
upgrades which would be expensive. 
 
Lessons that were learned included: 

 Homeowners felt it was unfair as their neighbours weren’t being inspected. 

 Talking to people and taking time to listen helped in most situations. 

 Initial inspections were free a lot of seniors and low income residents are worried 
about the cost of the next inspection. 

 The city tried to work with people to make it easy for them comply. 

 Some seniors were concerned about having to excavate the tank for inspection; the 
inspector was able to coordinate with people to have some landscapers and 
people’s grandkids to help with the physical labour. 

 Grants and loans through the municipality provided owners with a loan that can be 
paid back through their taxes were taken advantage of by a few people. (These 
loans can be transferred to a new owner.) 

 Other incentive programs such as LEAP and the CMHC low income housing 
program could be mentioned to homeowners in need of assistance. 

 
Things that are working for Kawartha Lakes for the septic inspection program. 

 Public friendly policies that allow people to still build on their land etc. 

 Assistance programs 

 Educational materials 
 
Areas to improve 

 The different source protection regions having different policies. Kawartha 
Lakes is in 2 source protection regions and the difference in policies have  
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made it look like they are not being consistent as one neighborhood has a 
well in each region and residents talk to each other and are complaining. 

 A province wide lack of consistent assessment requirements, it was noted 
that while Kawartha Lakes is doing actual inspections other municipalities are 
doing a visual inspection only and some are doing phone interviews. 

 Neighbouring jurisdictions doing different things. 
 
Questions 
 
It was asked if they had noticed during the inspection program a relation between tank 
failure and people on chemotherapy. 
 
It was noted that none of the properties inspected had anyone on chemotherapy.  There 
has been a system fail due to chemotherapy drugs and the city now asks people to use a 
holding tank and to pump out the tank once they finish chemotherapy and then add a 
boost. 
 
It was asked if there were a lot of people who had moved out of a more urban area who 
had no idea they were on septic systems. 
 
It was stated that 10-15% had no idea where their septic system was, that they had to help 
locate it.  There were only a handful of residents that didn’t know they were on septic.  It 
was noted there was confusion regarding the technology and people had put pools, 
gardens or trailer parking on their septic beds. 
 
Moved by:  Larry Slomka              Seconded by:  Herb Proudley 
 
RESOLVED: THAT the information presented by Ann Elmhirst be 

received for information. 
 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
 
b) Risk Management Official Annual Reporting       
 
Mike Wilson presented an update on the status of RMO annual reporting. 
 
It was stated that the objective of the annual reporting is to assess if threats to drinking 
water have been reduced by the implementation of the Source Protection Plan.  
Secondary goals of the reporting include ensuring the program is effective, providing 
accountability via public reporting, informing budget requests going forward, to inform 
decision making regarding the program and implementation, and to make sure the 
management of drinking water threats is effective. 
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The legislative framework was reviewed with emphasis on Section 81. The role of the SPC 
in the Annual Reporting was explained.  It was noted that the first report is due to the SPA 
February 1, 2018 and the first annual report is due to MOECC by May 1, 2018. The 
components of the RMO Annual Report were explained. 
 
The SPAR tool was mentioned briefly Ryan Post will be providing a more detailed separate 
presentation on it.  It was explained that the database will save time and users will be able 
to forward links to sections of the report to various people to inform the report. 
 
A progress update was given on the Risk Management Official Status, Risk Management 
Plans (RMPs), Official Plan Updates, Zoning By-Law Amendments and Septic Inspections. 
 
In the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection Region there are 716 RMPs 
that are required to be done, currently 76 or 11% have been completed or are in progress.  
The map of the RMP progress was reviewed. The number of RMPs completed is 57 with 
an additional 659 to be completed.  It was noted that as of this summer the Source 
Protection Region will be 2 years into the 5 year deadline for RMPs (dealing with existing 
drinking water threats) to be complete. 
 
An update on where the municipalities stand in regards to Official Plan (OP) updates was 
given. It was noted that most Official Plan updates are in progress but Ramara and the 
City of Kawartha Lakes had not started their updates.  Both of these municipalities have 
indicated that they have a plan in place to complete their OP amendments.  Georgina and 
Midland have completed their Official Plan updates. 
 
Zoning bylaw updates are in progress in most of the municipalities with the exception of 
Ramara and Kawartha Lakes. 
 
The septic inspections are 96% complete, and less than 2.5% of the inspected systems 
required a major repair. It was noted that a large proportion of the septic systems requiring 
inspection were located in the City of Kawartha Lakes and Ramara.  Whitchurch-Stouffville 
is 2/3 done and plan to finish their inspections this spring.  Aurora only had one septic 
system that required inspection and that inspection has not been done.  It appears that 
East Gwillimbury has not yet started their mandatory septic inspections and the deadline to 
complete them (Jan. 2017) has past. Mike Wilson will follow up with East Gwillimbury to 
determine the status of their inspection program. 
 
Ryan Post stated that Clearview has over 2/3 of their septic inspections done and they aim 
to be completed for Q3 2017, it was noted the deadline for completion was January 2017.  
All other municipalities in his area have completed their inspections. 
 
Keith Sherman stated that the Township of Georgian Bay has a septic inspection program 
in place. 
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The ministry reporting on Permits to Take Water, Wastewater / Sewage Works ECAs and 
Nutrient Management Strategies was explained. Numbers for the South Georgina Bay 
Lake Simcoe area were reviewed. 
 
Permits to take water Future Threats – 36 
Permits to take water Existing Threats – 1 
Wastewater / Sewage Works ECAs – Future Threats -19 
Wastewater / Sewage Works ECAs – Existing Threats – 47 
Nutrient Management Strategies – Future Threats -1 
Nutrient Management Strategies – Existing Threats – 0 
 
Potential issues noted were the rate of completion of RMPs may need to increase; 
outstanding septic inspections must be completed as soon as possible as the January 
2017 deadline has passed. Ongoing challenges with managing all the reporting data must 
be dealt with and it was noted that this is more work than had been anticipated. 
 
Next steps were explained which involves speaking to the RMOs to ensure there is a plan 
in place to meet the deadline for RMPs.  The SPA will be working with the Part 8 sewage 
system inspectors and building officials who have outstanding mandatory septic 
inspections to complete.  The source water data management SPAR database needs to 
be fine-tuned, communication with other databases needs to be addressed and 2015 data 
entered.  The RMOs need training on how to use the database and generate reports for 
their stakeholders. 
 
Questions / Comments 
 
There was a conversation regarding the SPAR database being able to generate reports.  It 
was stated that the SPAR database will generate reports that can go to the municipalities 
and that most RMOs are working with their municipality. 
 
It was asked if the progress to date information regarding compliance for completion of 
RMPs, Official Plan updates, septic inspections, etc. needs to go to municipal councils.  
There was a discussion regarding if the information is being held at the staff level and if 
council is aware of the mandatory requirements they would eventually be responsible for. 
It was suggested that perhaps the SPA should provide presentations to councils and 
prompt them on what needs to be done.  It was noted that every council has a 
representative on the SPA.  Whether or not a letter needed to be sent out to municipal 
councils was examined.  It was noted that some councils would want detailed information 
and others would prefer staff deal with the details.  It was stated that SPA updates start on 
Friday, March 24, 2017 and a conversation should be held there to determine what the 
SPA wants sent out to municipal councils. 
 
Concern was expressed that RMP completion is low.  It was asked at what point staff 
become concerned about the number of completed RMPs.  It was stated that in the next  
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few months conversations will take place with the RMOs and they will be asked how they 
plan to move forward to meet the completion deadline.  Mike Wilson stated that the low 
number of RMPs completed to date is not a major concern at this time but if we don’t see 
an increase in the rate of RMPs completed over the next year it may be cause for concern. 
He stated that many Risk Management Officials have a plan in place to complete all 
required RMPs by the deadline and that we expect many potential threats that would have 
required a RMP may drop off the to-do list through threats verification work. 
 
It was noted that the Chairs and PM meeting will have a presentation on SPAR and it is 
thought that other SPRs will want to adopt it. 
 
Moved by:  Dave Ritchie              Seconded by:  John Hemsted 
 
RESOLVED: THAT Staff Report No. 2017-01-01 be received for information.   

 
AND FURTHER THAT reports provided by provincial agencies that 
have been made available via Dropbox be received for information. 

 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
 
c) Section 46 Annual Reporting  
 
Bill Thompson’s presentation was deferred until the fall SPC meeting due to the meeting 
running late. 
 
 
d) General Updates 
 
Ryan Post presented general updates on the progress of implementation and other 
activities being undertaken by Source Protection Authority staff. 

 
The presentation covered the brochure refresh, Source Protection Annual Reporting web 
tool (SPAR) and fuel storage. 

 
The brochure refresh (front desk materials) was explained along with the process that was 
undertaken and the staff involved. It was noted that the new brochures are done and 
available on the website ourwatershed.ca under resources for municipalities. An example 
was shown and it was explained that the municipality can add their contact information and 
logo to the brochures. It was noted that there are brochures on fuel storage, septic 
systems, RMPs, DNAPLS, agricultural threats and drinking source water protection. 

 
The Source Protection Annual Reporting web tool (SPAR) was explained and background 
information on the reporting it supports was given.  It was noted that the questions 
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 included in the database are verbatim from the MOECC questions for Part IV reporting.  
The database also allows for flexibility as questions can be annually reported or only 
reported one time and the system allows for changes to be made to the questions. 
 
The SPAR database allows administrators to send RMOs and municipal staff a link to the 
section of information they are required to complete.  The administrators will be able to see 
which reports have been completed and sent back.  It was noted that the reports that are 
generated will be much more efficient, especially the RMO reporting where a report will be 
generated instead of having 52 spreadsheets to sort and summarize.  It was explained that 
the reports will be able to be exported as a spreadsheet.  It is expected that the release 
date for the SPAR database will be November 2017. 
 
Upcoming key dates for reporting were reviewed, February 1, 2018 the first annual reports 
due to the SPAs.  From February 2018 to April 2018 the first annual report is due to the 
SPC for review and comment.  May 1, 2018 the first annual report is due to MOECC. 
 
It was asked if the RMOs have the opportunity to input information about new threats when 
using SPAR.  It was noted that in the Part IV threats verification new threats could be 
added.  It was further noted that some threats would need to be added to the SPP when it 
is revised. 
 
A brief overview of fuel storage systems was given including the letters that were sent to 
municipalities by MOECC in August of 2016. It was noted that RMOs had started 
developing RMPs prior to the letters arriving. 
 
There was a discussion regarding TSSA and how to get obtain information for reporting 
purposes as they had not been responding to requests.  It was stated that MOECC has 
assigned coaches in its branches to deal with different ministries and TSSA.  Beth Forrest 
is the coach for TSSA and it was noted there had recently been staff changes at TSSA and 
MOECC is in the process of obtaining an updated contact list from TSSA. 

 
Moved by:    Ian Chadwick Seconded by:  John Boucher 
 
RESOLVED: THAT the updates provided by Ryan Post on the above topics be 

received for information.  
 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
d) Overview of the MOECC Program Review 
 
Bill Thompson provided an overview of MOECC’s Sourcewater Protection Program. 
 
The three components of the policy and program revisions, the technical framework, the 
policy framework and the general program framework were explained. 
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Phase One the technical framework revision has been completed and was explained in 
detail at the October 18, 2016 SPC meeting. 
 
Phase Two of the technical framework revision is currently underway this phase will 
include issues that are more complicated and require changes to policy or regulations.  
The revisions and clarifications included in this phase are quantity thresholds for DNAPLS, 
potentially a new category being added for industrial chemicals including waste oil. Phase 
Two will also include revisions or clarifications being considered for LID stormwater 
management, road salt circumstances and pesticide application circumstances.  The 
management of pesticides may be changed to be based on the application volume instead 
of just the area.  New threats are also being considered involving transportation activities 
that need policies and tools to be managed.  Exemptions for rare threats i.e. aircraft de-
icing may be included or this type of threat may be able to be managed on a regional 
basis. 
 
The Phase 2 policy framework revisions will help resolve issues that have come up during 
implementation and inconsistencies that are being found.  Items being considered are 
amending s.61 so RMP exemptions are only provided for instruments which have been 
approved by the Province.  Inclusion of transport pathways is also being looked at.  
Standardization of PI policies is being considered in order to ensure consistency across 
the province which may come in the form of a standardized list of PIs that SPC would 
choose from.  Standardized monitoring policies across the province are also being 
examined.  It was noted that most SPRs in their policy had stated that TSSA shall report 
on… whereas this region had stated it would ask for a report, which may be part of the 
reason there is difficulty obtaining reporting information from TSSA. 
 
The removal of non-legally binding policies directed at provincial ministries is being 
considered. It was stated that some agencies have 241 different policies directed at them; 
this may result in the SPRs being given the ability to submit recommendations. 
 
The general program framework is being examined and changes being considered.  
Potential changes include streamlining the approval authority, with authority possibly being 
delegated to the director instead of the Minister.  Consideration is also being given to 
allowing SPAs to approve plan amendments instead of the minister approving them. 
 
Bill reviewed the timelines for implementation and consultation.  It was noted that existing 
vulnerable areas and assessments will remain under the original rules but could be 
updated when the SPC updates the Source Protection Plan (SPP). 
 
It was stated that pre-consultation is underway on water budgets and the delineation of 
WHPAs.  It is expected that formal consultation will start with a discussion paper on EBR in 
May or June of 2017 with consultations later in the year.  It was explained how these 
program review consultations may impact the SGBLS SPR. There may be significant 
impact due to new threats, changes to circumstances and new rules for IPZ delineation.   
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Consideration may also be given to updating vulnerable area delineations, vulnerability 
scores and related policy. 
 
Bill Thompson recommended that the Technical Working Group reconvene in order to 
review and comment on the draft pre-consultation information and then report back to the 
SPC at the fall meeting.  There was a discussion regarding whether the previous members 
of the Technical Working Group would be interested in participating and if other people 
would like to be involved.  It was clarified that the Technical Working Group would need to 
meet 2- 3 times between June and November or December.  Larry Slomka offered to 
resume his position as chair of the working group. 
 
It was agreed that once the discussion paper comes out for comment it is to be sent to the 
entire SPC to review and provide comments.  It was noted that there are no municipal 
representatives on the Technical Working Group and they need to have the opportunity to 
comment.  A discussion took place in regards to the Technical Working Group submitting 
comments to EBR prior to the next SPC meeting.  It was agreed that the comments can be 
shared via email as long as it was not resulting in having to chase people for comments.  It 
was noted that the comments will be sent to the members to review with the caveat that if 
you don’t respond within a week we will assume you agree with the comments made. It 
was clarified that once the discussion paper is out it will be circulated to the SPC members 
to review while the Technical Working Group members are reviewing it, in case a quick 
turnaround is need for commenting on EBR. 
 

Action Item 1 Members of the SPC were to consider their interest in either sitting 
on the Technical Working Group again or joining the group as a new 
member.  Decisions to be communicated to Lynn Dollin or Bill 
Thompson via email in the next week. 

Responsibility All members 

 

Action Item 2 Discussion paper on Program policy framework to be circulated to 
all SPC members once the paper is released by MOECC.  Members 
are asked to review the discussion paper and send any comments 
Larry Slomka.  Larry will compile comments to reply to the EBR 
posting. 

Responsibility All members 

 
Moved by:    Tom Kurtz Seconded by:  Stan Wells 
 
RESOLVED: THAT Staff Report No. 2017-03-01 be received for information.  

 
FURTHER THAT the Technical Working Group be directed to review 
and comment on draft material as it is released during the pre-
consultation period. 
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AND FURTHER THAT the Technical Working Group be directed to 
report back to the Source Protection Committee in advance of 
submitting comments to the Environmental Registry. 

 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
d) Municipal Implementation of SPP Policies 
 
Keith Sherman provided an overview of the implementation of policies in the Lafontaine 
ICA.    A map showing well locations in the Issue Contributing Area (ICA) was explained.  
Preliminary testing results from Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) / 
University of Waterloo were explained. It was noted that the nitrates found by testing were 
likely from fertilizers and they are not from septic systems, but further analysis is being 
done. 
 
The Integrated Surface model map was shown. It was noted that the recharge areas away 
from the original boundary were not quite a WHPA-E but contributing to the ground water. 
Information from the Nitrate Monitoring Study of Agricultural Fields by Andy van Niekirk 
was provided.  It was noted in the study that 9 farmers in the area account for the majority 
of the fields (52 fields) and their practices were looked at over a 3 year period, a model 
was used to estimate the nitrogen balance. Best Management Practices (BMPs) were 
considered to control the nitrogen. 
 
All the private septic systems in the area were inspected by the Township of Tiny to see if 
they were affecting the nitrate load.  It was discovered that only 12% of the systems 
needed follow up work done.  Golder Associates draft evaluation assumed that 24-28g/d of 
nitrates were affecting the groundwater and that the evaluation done in the Lafontaine area 
revealed that the septic systems were not sufficient to cause the concentrations of nitrates 
found in the affected wells.   
 
Recommendations that came out of the study of the agricultural fields included split 
applying the nitrogen, keeping something growing at all times, cover crops after 
harvesting, diversifying the crop rotation to have some crops that don’t need nitrogen, 
using a Variable Rate Technology (VRT) to optimize fertilizer application and the use of 
grassed waterways when appropriate. 
 
The risk management measures available were reviewed in regards to fertilizer being 
applied on the affected fields.  It was noted that some measures suggested in the RMP are 
already in place with more to be implemented.  The difficulty in putting an RMP in place 
with 9 operators rotating fields was explained.  The RMP that is being put in place will 
move with the operator with an appendix regarding the fields the operator is working on, 
which was felt to be a more suitable solution to working with the owners in the area than 
having 9 RMPs per field. 
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It was noted that this issue will need to be monitored continually as it is a long term 
problem.  Incentive funding is to be explored and EFP related funding from OMAFRA is 
being looked into.  The township will continue to monitor trends.  There will be a final 
summary report for the next assessment report. 
 
There was a discussion regarding if the municipality has considered taking the affected 
wells out of service and using water intakes from the lake due to the nitrate issue.  The 
short term solution the municipality has in place is to blend the water from several water 
systems to bring the concentration down.  It was noted that the drinking water system is 
safe and the long term plan is to replace the wells with other sources. 
 
Moved by:    Larry Slomka Seconded by:  John Boucher 
 
RESOLVED: THAT the information provided by Keith Sherman be received for 

information. 
 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
 
IX. DETERMINATION OF ITEMS REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSION 

 
Correspondence 

1. b) December 13, 2016 letter from the Town of Midland in regards to the Decision to 
Waive the Need for Peer Review Water Budgets for Major Developments Located 
within Wellhead Protection Area Q2. 

 
 
X. ADOPTION OF ITEMS NOT REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSION 

 
Moved by:  John Hemstead   Seconded:  Clayton Cameron 
 
RESOLVED: THAT the recommendations respecting items not requiring separate 

discussion be approved, and staff be authorized to take all necessary 
actions to effect those recommendations. 

 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 
 
 
XI. CONSIDERATION OF ITEMS REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSION 
 
Correspondence 

1. b) Concern was expressed regarding letter to Midland regarding peer reviews and 
the response.  It was asked if peer reviews should be included in policy changes.  It  
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was decided no further action would be taken at the current time but this will be kept 
in mind for the upcoming policy reviews. 

 

Action Item 3 This item to be revisited when the SPP policy changes are 
considered. 

Responsibility Bill Thompson 

 
Moved by:  Bob Duncanson   Seconded:  John Boucher 
 
RESOLVED: THAT the recommendations respecting items requiring separate 

discussion be approved, and staff be authorized to take all necessary 
actions to effect those recommendations. 

 
CARRIED BY CONSENSUS 

 
 

XII.    OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Debbie Korolnek inquired as to whether or not the SPAs had been consulted about the 
EBR posting that is closing on May 10, 2017 on hauled sewage and untreated raw sewage 
being land applied.  There was a discussion regarding whether or not this fell under the 
SPC scope.  It was agreed to circulate the posting to the members and if the committee 
wants to comment they can do so through staff.  It was noted that the Rural Ontario 
comments can also be circulated to the committee.  
 

Action Item 4 The EBR Posting and Rural Ontario comments on untreated sewage 
being land applied to be circulated to the committee members. 
Comments to be submitted on behalf of the committee in support of 
the ban on applying untreated raw sewage after the committee 
reviews the EBR posting, even if it is not in scope. 

Responsibility Bill Thompson 

 
 
XIII. CLOSED SESSION 

 
None for the record of this meeting. 
 
 
XIV. ADJOURNMENT 
 
The next meeting of the SPC will take place October 19, 2017 at the Monte Carlo Inn in 
Barrie. 
 
Motion to adjourn the meeting was moved by Clayton Cameron at 4:28 pm.  


